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Introduction
Consider a stochastic differential equation in Rd ,
dXt = b(Xt ) dt + dWt , X0 = x ∈ Rd ,

(1)

with a bounded Borel drift b : Rd → Rd , and d-dimensional Wiener process Wt . In this course we will usually assume coefficient b to be Lipschitz,
unless stated directly otherwise, and the process (Xt ) is a strong solution to
the equation (1), – the latter is correct, in particular, for any Borel bounded
b, – which is automatically homogeneous, strong Markov and unique in law.
Partially, the results can be extended to more general equations
dXt = b(Xt ) dt + σ(Xt ) dWt , X0 = x ∈ Rd ,
at least if the diffusion coefficient σ is uniformly non-degenerate and Lipschitz
matrix-function d × d.
The following set of questions will be addressed.
1. Strong convergence for an Euler type scheme on a finite horizon [0, T ];
successive approximations of solutions and their Euler approximations;
one case of an approximation on the infinite horizon.
2. Ergodic properties of SDEs, that is: existence of a finite invariant measure (equilibrium), convergence to this measure in total variation norm
based on the coupling method; convergence of approximations.
3. Convergence of the measures, their densities and densities which depend
on a parameter; smoothness on this parameter.
Exercises are provided which in particular can be used if any participant
wishes to get credits for this course (the list of exercises is to be confirmed at
the end of the lectures). To get the credits, one should solve several Exercises
and then contact Professor E. Valkeila. One can also get points by finding
mistakes in the lecture notes (the participants are encouraged to do this!),
and in this case please contact also the lecturer.
Prerequisites: it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notion of
stochastic integral, its basic properties including the Itô formula, and simplest
results on (strong) solutions of SDEs, of course, including the definitions.
Otherwise see any text-book on SDEs; [11] is recommended.
The lecturer’s intention is/was to provide in the class some details omitted
in the present notes; also we do not repeat here some recent preprint publication(s) providing the link(s) instead. Two ’larger’ parts here are presented
in detail because of the following reasons. First, the ”coupling method” sections, where an attempt has been performed by the author to give a purely
analytic presentation of the method, except that measurability questions are
hidden (practically, the measurability has been assumed, as in most of the
modern papers on the subject). It is quite possible that similar calculus may
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be found in some other works where this method is used, nevertheless, in
this version it looks like there is no need to really glue the two processes as
it usually happen in similar texts. Secondly, the smoothness with respect to
a (finite-dimensional) parameter. This question looks rather ”classical”, and
it is strange that it cannot be found in advanced monographs on Markov
processes. First short presentation by the author jointly with E. Pardoux
is [27], for ”polynomial setting”, that is, all assumptions and conclusions are
essentially polynomial. The section 3 here can be regarded as an ”exponential version” of this paper, with most of the calculus presented; some minor
corrections with respect to [27] have been performed without notice. On the
other hand, our results for Markov chains here provide corollaries for diffusions under assumptions clearly relaxed in compare with [16] in what concerns
smoothness conditions on coefficients with respect to the x variable. So, the
Theorem 7 below is new indeed. On the other hand, the paper [16] provides
polynomial bounds under ”polynomial” assumptions. Most probably, our assumptions here could be relaxed in this direction, too, however, we are not
trying to do this in order to keep the presentation as simple as possible.
There is a minimal number of references here, and most of them on the
lecturer’s papers, because of the nature of the text: it just suffices for the
lectures. The general references on approximations for SDEs where many
other problems have been investigated are [6], [14], [15].

1

Euler’s scheme

1.1

Strong convergence

The Euler scheme which we will be studying has the following form,
√
h
h
h
X(n+1)h
= Xnh
+ b(Xnh
)h + ξn+1 h, X0h = x ∈ Rd ,

(2)

where (ξn ) is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. Random variables ξ k are
Gaussian, although some partial results are currently established for much
more general
cases.
√
For hξn := Wnh − W(n−1)h , it is convenient to define the process Xth for
all t ≥ 0 as
Z
t

Xth := x +

0

h
b(X[s/h]h
) ds + Wt .

Theorem 1 Let b ∈ Lip, and the r.v.’s ξn IID standard Gaussian, that is,
√
hξn := Wnh − W(n−1)h . Then, for any T > 0 there exists C = CT > 0 such
that
E sup |Xth − Xt |2 ≤ Ch.
0≤t≤T

Proof. For the scheme with
Xt −

Xth

=

√
Z

hξn = Wnh − W(n−1)h we have,

t
0

h
(b(Xs ) − b(X[s/h]h
)) ds.
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Now use the Gronwall lemma, a priory estimate E supt≤T (|Xt | + |Xth |)2 < ∞,
plus the bound E|Xth − Xsh |2 ≤ Ch.
¤
Exercise 1 Show all this in detail.

1.2

Successive approximations

This is a well known method for constructing and modelling solutions to
SDEs: we set
Xt0 := x,
and for any n = 1, 2, . . .
Xtn+1

:= x + Wt +

Z

t
0

b(Xsn ) ds.

Recall that the diffusion coefficient is now a unit matrix; however, note that
the general case can be be considered similarly (instead of direct bounds for
the Wiener Process one can use, e.g., the Kolmogorov-Doob inequality for
continuous martingales, E supt≤T Mt2 ≤ 4EMT2 ). Likewise, we can define
Xt0,h := x,
and for any n = 1, 2, . . .
Xtn+1,h

:= x + Wt +

Z

t
0

n,h
) ds.
b(X[s/h]h

Theorem 2 For any T > 0 we have,
E sup
0≤t≤T

|Xtn

X CkT k
− Xt | ≤
,
k!
k≥n+1

and uniformly w.r.t. h ≤ 1, also
E sup |Xtn,h − Xth | ≤ Ch +
0≤t≤T

X CkT k
.
k!
k≥n+1

Notice however that the Lipschitz assumption is essential for the method, so
that it is not universal.
Proof. Use the iterations,
E sup
0≤s≤t

|Xsn+1

−

Xsn |

≤ C

Z

≤ C

Z

t

E|Xsn − Xsn−1 | ds

0
t
0

| ds0 ≤ . . . ≤
E sup |Xsn0 − Xsn−1
0
0≤s0 ≤s
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(3)
C n tn
.
n!

Exactly the same inequalities hold true also without expectations. Then
define Xt as the series,
Xt :=

Xt0

+

∞
X
k=1

(Xtk − Xtk−1 ).

This series converges in L1 , and in the norm k · k1 = E sup0≤t≤T |P
·t |, and the
n
0
k
n
+
=
X
limit solves the SDE (1). Now,
note
the
identity,
X
t
t
k=1 (Xt −
P
k−1
k
), where we can apply the
Xtk−1 ). Hence, Xt − Xtn = ∞
k=n+1 (Xt − Xt
bound (3).
The second assertion can be shown likewise.
¤
Exercise 2 Show all this in detail.
Exercise 3 Consider the k · k2 = E sup0≤t≤T | ·t |2 norm.
Exercise 4 Consider the case of variable diffusion coefficient.

1.3

Strong approximation on the infinite horizon

In rare cases the strong approximations may converge on the whole half-line,
however, in a bit weaker metric.
Assumption (L): there exists r > 0 such that for any x, y,
hb(x) − b(y), x − yi ≤ −r|x − y|2 .

(4)

Theorem 3 Let (4) be satisfied in addition to the assumptions of the theorem 1. Then
sup E|Xth − Xt |2 ≤ Ch.
(5)
0≤t<∞

Proof. Denote zt := E|Xth − Xt |2 . Using the assumption (L), we easily
get for some constant C > 0 and any t,
√
1/2
żt ≤ −rzt + Czt
h.
(6)
Since for any t the value zt is finite and non-negatize, this implies (5), or,
more precisely, zt ≤ C 2 h/r2 with C from (6).
¤
Exercise 5 Show the latter statement in detail.

2

Ergodic properties of SDEs

In this and next sections we are interested in weak convergence, that is,
the one for the measures and densities rather than for the trajectories. A
convenient method for establishing such properties is coupling method; we
present a new version of the latter which perhaps may be called a function
analysis version. Although all results can be extended to beta-mixing as well
(see the references), we do not consider it here.

6

2.1

Recurrence properties

The idea of establishing convergence in total variation (as well as establishing mixing) is (1) to show exponential mixing for a ”process on a certain
compact”, and (2) to show in addition that with ”large probability” the process spends a considerable amount of the whole time on some appropriately
chosen compact. So, in a sense, all convergence bounds, at least for timehomogeneous Markov processes, are exponential; however, they can be weakened if the process has not got strong enough recurrent properties. One may
say that the rate of convergence to equilibrium (which is assumed, or provided by some simple sufficient conditions) is exponential, or polynomial, or
whatever, depending on corresponding exponential or polynomial or likewise
recurrent properties. In this course we only study the simplest exponential
bounds under rather strong conditions, which can be often relaxed.
Assumption (E1):
lim sup
|x|→∞

hb(x), xi
= −r < 0.
|x|2

(7)

Consider the ball BR = {x : |x| ≤ R}, and for our process Xt denote by
τ ≡ τRx the first hitting time of this ball. Note that we will often drop the
indices, or otherwise include them into the simbol of expectation.
Theorem 4 Under assumption (7), for R large enough there exist a constant
C = CR > 0 such that
Ex exp(cτ ) ≤ exp(C(|x|2 − R2 )+ ).

(8)

We also formulate another exponential bound under a weaker assumption,
Assumption (E2):
lim sup
|x|→∞

hb(x), xi
= −r < 0.
|x|

(9)

Theorem 5 Under assumption (9), for R large enough there exist a constant
C = CR > 0 such that
Ex exp(cτ ) ≤ exp(C(|x| − R)+ ).

(10)

Proof of the Theorem 5 in the case d = 1. To this end, we use
the method of Lyapunov functions1 which roughly suggests that for some
function of time and space variables (t, x) with Xt plugged in instead of x,
the ”Lebesque part” of the stochastic differential is strictly negative; this
implies all desirable bounds.
Let f (t, x) = exp(²|x| + δt): this will be ”the Lyapunov function”. Both
values C > 0 and ² > 0 are to be fixed later. Let us apply the Itô formula
to the expression f (t, Xt ) for t < τ ; in accordance to the statement of the
1

The author of the method was A. M. Lyapunov, 1857-1918.
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Theorem, if necessary for the calculus we assume that R is large enough. We
can consider separately large positive values of x and large negative ones.
Hence, let x > R, and |x| = x; moreover, we can drop the sign of absolute
value for all t < τ . We get,
·
¸
²2
df (t, Xt ) = f (t, Xt ) δ + ²b(Xt ) +
dt + ...dWt .
2
We have to choose the values ² and δ so that the expression in the brackets
[. . .] is strictly negative. Due to our standing assumption, for any ν > 0 there
exists such a large R that b(Xt ) ≤ −(r − ν). Hence, the whole expression
2
in the brackets does not exceed the value δ − ²(r − ν) + ²2 . The latter can
be made strictly negative and separated above from zero by an appropriate
choice of the constants ² and δ.
Hence, applying the Fatou lemma, and possibly the localisation procedure, we get,
Z τ
Ex f (τ, Xτ ) ≤ f (0, x) − Ex
f (s, Xs ) ds.
0

This implies
Ex exp(δτ + ²R) + Ex
≤ Ex f (τ, Xτ ) + Ex

Z

τ
0

Z

τ

exp(δs + ²R) ds
0

f (s, Xs ) ds ≤ f (0, x) = exp(²|x|).

Hence,
Ex exp(δτ ) + δ −1 Ex exp(δτ ) ≤ exp(²(|x| − R))
which means the desired bound, even more, we in some sense get two versions
of this bound. Recall that we considered large (|x| > R) positive x, and large
negative can be considered likewise. We can as well write down the uniform
version of this inequality using notation a+ = max(a, 0): for any x,
Ex exp(δτ ) + δ −1 Ex exp(δτ ) ≤ exp(²(|x| − R)+ ).
This proves the Theorem.

¤

Exercise 6 With the help of the Fatou Lemma, show the localisation arguments dropped in the proof.
Exercise 7 Show the Theorem 5 for any finite d. Assume that diffusion
coefficient is a unit matrix.
Exercise 8 Show the Theorem 4. You may assume dimension d = 1 (although this is not necessary) and, of course, diffusion coefficient equal to 1.
Hint: use the Lyapunov function f (t, x) = exp(²|x|2 + δt).
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2.2

A priori bounds and stationary distribution

Lemma 1 Under assumption (E2), there exist constants C, c > 0 such that
sup Ex exp(c|Xt |) ≤ C exp(c|x|).
t

Proof can be derived from Comparison Theorem: compare |Xt | with an
appropriately chosen one-dimensional SDE on the half-line [|x|, +∞) with a
non-sticky boundary condition and a constant drift −r + ν; for the latter, a
stationary distribution can be computed explicitly, which provides the desired
a priori bound for Xt . [Note that other proofs are possible.]
¤
Exercise 9 Show the details. Hint: in fact, two different comparison theorems are to be exploited here, namely, one compares the Itô process |Xt | (not
a solution to a markovian SDE, generally speaking) with a solution to an appropriate SDE (a Wiener process should be chosen accurately) with a strictly
inferior drift; and the other for the latter SDE with two different initial data,
one constant (the boundary value, with R = |x|) and the other distributed
as the stationary distribution for this SDE. The density of this distribution
is computed explicitly from the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation and has the
form, p(y) = C exp(−cy), y ≥ |x|.
Lemma 2 There exists a stationary distribution µ∞ for the SDE (1).
Proof is really standard, once the previous Lemma is established: take
the Cesaro sequence of measures, then due to compactness take an appropriate subsequence which converges weakly. Then show that the (any!) limiting measure is indeed stationary, using the ”Markov shift arguments”. Of
course, this stationary measure is unique, however, we are not going to use it.
Bounded continuous functions is a right class to work with here. Certainly,
the Lemma 1 provides much more than needed for compactness.
¤
Exercise 10 Show the details. Hint: this technique is used, e.g., in standard
presentations of the Ergodic Theorem for Markov chains.
The last auxiliary result in this subsection concerns irreducibility. Although this property can be derived for our process in a full generality in the
case of variable (nondegenerate) diffusion coefficient, using other methods,
here we present a very simple tool. This also concerns a condition called
Doeblin type one, or local mixing. This is one of the versions of the Doeblin
type condition used in all papers of the lecturer on mixing since his work
[19], usually derived for diffusions from the Harnack inequality. Notice that
the same kind of irreducibility condition is often useful in large deviations,
cf., e.g. [3].
Lemma 3 Given any initial data x, the distribution µx1 of the solution to
the SDE (1) has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure. Moreover, for
any R > 0,
¶
µ x0
Z
µ1 (dy)
, 1 µx1 (dy) > 0.
(11)
sup
min
x
0
µ
(dy)
|x−x |≤R
1
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Proof. If b(·) ≡ 0 (standard Wiener process) then this is evident. In the
case of nontrivial drift, we use the results from PDE theory (see, e.g., [2])
saying that
C −1 exp(−c−1 |x − x1 |2 ) ≤ p(x, x1 ) ≤ C exp(−c|x − x1 |2 ),

C, c > 0.

Exercise 11 Show the details for standard Wiener process.

2.3

Coupling method: the idea

Now we are in a position to show convergence in total variation to (the)
stationary measure for any given initial data; as we do not use uniqueness of
this measure, this, in particular, will also imply its uniqueness. We will use
the following trick to simplify the task: consider the process X t at discrete
times only, t = 0, 1, 2, . . . The stationary measure we were talking about is
automatically stationary for this process, too. If we show convergence to
this measure for the distributions µxk , k = 0, 1, . . . , k → ∞, this would also
provide the desired convergence of the continuous time measures, µ xt , t → ∞.
Exercise 12 Explain why.
Let us formulate the result.
Theorem 6 Under the same assumptions (E2) and Lipschitz for b, there
exist constants C, λ, ² > 0 such that
kµxn − µ∞ kTV ≤ C exp(²|x| − λn),

n = 1, 2, . . .

(12)

Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of the Theorem 6, there exist constants
C, λ, ² > 0 such that
kµxt − µ∞ kTV ≤ C exp(²|x| − λt),

t → ∞.

Note that the the bound (10) holds true (perhaps with another C) also
if we redefine τ using only integer values. Moreover, if Xt0 is another independent copy of the Markov process Xt with initial data X00 distributed
according to µ∞ , and γ := inf(k : min(|Xk |, |Xk0 |) ≤ R), then the same inequality (possibly with new constants) holds true for the stopping time γ as
well:
(13)
Ex,µ∞ exp(δγ) ≤ C exp(²|x|).
Exercise 13 Explain why. Hint: it is natural to start with a pointwise estimate,
Ex,x0 exp(δγ) ≤ C exp(²(|x| + |x0 |).
(14)

Then both parts of this inequality could be integrated with respect to µ∞ (dx0 ),
which is possible at least for ² small enough, due to the estimate of the
Lemma 1.
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Exercise 14 Show how the Theorem 6 implies the Corollary.
As a next step, let us introduce a sequence of stopping times,
γn := inf(k ≥ γn−1 : min(|Xk |, |Xk0 |) ≤ R),

n = 1, 2, . . .

Naturally, all gamma’s possess similar properties, in particular, all of them
are finite almost surely. Since the process (Xk , Xk0 ) is a strong Markov
one, at each stopping time it starts as a new Markov process with the
same transitions. Hence, let us consider a homogeneous Markov process
Zn = (Xγn , Xγ0 n ). Due to (11) and the standard Ergodic Theorem for Markov
chains, it is uniformly ergodic with an exponential rate of convergence to the
(unique) equilibrium distribution in total variation metric.
Exercise 15 Show the details. Hint: e.g., the calculus in the next section
could be adjusted for this more simple case, so that the contraction property
holds for the two measures providing the desired exponential convergence.
This fact and (13), in particular, imply that the sequence (γ n , n = 1, 2, . . .)
has the following law of large numbers,
γn
→ κ > 0, a.s.,
n
the constant κ being a stationary version of the expectation E(γ n+1 − γn ).
It is not difficult to see that κ > 1. Moreover, due to the exponential bound
Ex exp(δγ) < C exp(²|x|) for some δ > 0, one can show the following also
exponential bound: for any ν > 0 there exist C, λ0 > 0 such that
´
³γ
n
Px,µ∞
> (κ + ν) < C exp(²|x| − λ0 n), n = 1, 2, . . .
(15)
n
This implies that for any c > κ−1 ,
¡
¢
(16)
Px,µ∞ γ[cn] > n < C exp(²|x| − λ0 n), n = 1, 2, . . .

Exercise 16 Show both assertions.

Now, the idea of the coupling method is the following observation. The
couple (X, X 0 ) is a Markov and moreover strong Markov process which frequently visits some (actually, any, but we use the ball B R with the appropriately chosen radius R) neighbourhood of zero. Each time when this happens,
the two components are not far away from each other. At the next (discrete)
time, with a positive probability bounded away from zero, both components
are still in the ball BR , and the transition measures are equivalent, e.g.,
because they are both equivalent to the transition measures of the Wiener
process. The latter can be shown by applying Girsanov’s transformation of
measure, and this way is most useful because it shows, moreover, that the
total variation of the difference of the two these measures is strictly less than
one. This will be shown in detail on the lecture.
Once the total variation between the two measures becomes strictly less
than one after each moment γ1 , γ2 , etc., then due to the Markov property
after γn+1 this difference in total variation is less that q n with some q < 1.
This shows the statement of the Theorem with an appropriate constant λ.
¤
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2.4

Coupling method: the calculus

1. Here we present a rigorous calculus justifying the intuitive ideas of the
previous subsection; this may be called a formal proof of the Theorem
6. Under the Lipschitz assumption on the drift, there exists a transition density p(x, y) = p1 (x, y) which is a (bounded) Borel function
of all its arguments, see, e.g., [2]. In this respect, mention a recent
result [17] on one-dimensional diffusion with a unit diffusion coefficient
and any bounded measurable drift which states the existence of a positive bounded transition density satisfying qualitative bounds close to
Gaussian ones. Recall that in fact the existence of the density is not
necessary for the local Doeblin type condition.
2. For any B ∈ B(Rd ) and for any n = 1, 2, . . . we are going to compare
the two values,
Z

n
Y

Z

dxi
. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )1(xn ∈ B)
i=1
| {z }

−

Z

n

(17)

n
Y

Z

. . . p(x0 , x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n )1(x0n ∈ B)
dx0i .
i=1
| {z }
n

In fact, impotant is that x and x0 are different initial data, all other
x’s are just integration variables, so that we can equally use idential
notations for x0i and xi . We will exploit this remark shortly.
It was claimed, – see (11) above, – that for any R there exists q > 0
such that
Z
min(p(x, x1 ), p(x0 , x1 )) dx1 > 0.
(18)
inf
0
x,x ∈BR

Let us denote

0

1 − q(x, x ) :=

Z

min(p(x, x1 ), p(x0 , x1 )) dx1 ;

note that
sup q(x, x0 ) ≤ q < 1.

x,x0 ∈BR

(currently R is fixed and, hence, we often drop it in the calculus).
3. For any x, x0 such that the denominator below is positive, denote
0

p̄(x,x ) (x, x1 ) =

p(x, x1 ) − min(p(x, x1 ), p(x0 , x1 ))
.
q(x, x0 )

(19)

This is a probability density as a function of x1 . Note that if x, x0 ∈
B, then the probability measures corresponding to the two densities
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0

0

p̄(x,x ) (x, x1 ) and p̄(x ,x) (x0 , x1 ) are singular one with respect to each
other. Also note that for any integrable function g (even bounded
enough for our aims),
Z Z
p(x, x1 )p(x0 , x01 )(g(x1 ) − g(x01 )) dx1 dx01
= q(x, x0 )

Z Z

(20)

0

0

p̄(x,x ) (x, x1 )p̄(x ,x) (x0 , x01 )(g(x1 ) − g(x01 )) dx1 dx01 ,

since while integrating the initial itegral one can subtract the common
part corresponding to the integration with the common part of the two
densities, min(p(x, x1 ), p(x0 , x1 )).
In the case if q(x, x0 ) = 0 (which means that p(x, ·) ≡ p(x0 , ·)), it is
convenient to define
0

p̄(x,x ) (x, x1 ) = p(x, x1 ).
4. The function

0

(21)

0

p̄(x,x ) (x, x1 )p̄(x ,x) (x0 , x01 )

(22)

by construction is Borel in all its variables, and may be considered as a
new transition density for the couple (x, x0 ) into (x1 , x01 ). In the other
words, we have constructed a new Markov process which we denote by
(X̄n , X̄n0 ) with this transition density given by (22). We do not know
(and do not care) if each component of this couple is itself a Markov
process.
5. Let us rewrite the difference (17) in the form,
Z

n
Y

Z

. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )1(xn ∈ B)
dxi
i=1
| {z }
2n

× p(x

−

Z

=

, x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n )

n
Y

dx0i

i=1

n
Y

Z

dxi
. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
i=1
| {z }
2n

× p(x

Z

0

0

, x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n )1(x0n
n
Y

Z

∈ B)

. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
dxi
i=1
| {z }
2n

n
Y

n
Y

dx0i

i=1

dx0i

(23)

i=1

× p(x0 , x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B)).
13

6. Next, for each couple of variables (xi , x0i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, use the ”unit
decomposition”,
1 = 1(xi , x0i ∈ BR ) + 1(xi 6∈ BR , or x0i 6∈ BR ).
We use notation α = (α1 , . . . , αn−1 ) for (n − 1)-tuples, where αi =
1(xi , x0j ∈ BR ). Hence, the unit decomposition above can be represented in the form, 1 = 1(αi = 1) + 1(αi = 0). We will also use a
”complete unit decomposition” for our integral in (24), namely,
X
1=
1(α = a),
a

where the multi-index a = (a0 , . . . an ) with ai = 1 or 0 runs over all its
possible values, that is, all possible n-tuples of ones and zeros. Hence,
represent our integral in (24) as
Z

n
Y

Z

. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
dxi
i=1
| {z }
2n

n
Y
i=1

dx0i

X

1(α = a)

a

×p(x0 , x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B)).(24)

P
7. Next, let #a := n−1
i=0 1(ai = 1), and consider the parts of the latter
integral for which #a ≥ [cn] and for which #a < [cn]; we will use the
identity, {#a < [cn]} = {γ[cn] ≥ n}. Note that
Z
Z
. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
| {z }
2n


n
n
Y
Y
X
×
dxi
dx0i 
1(α = a)
i=1

i=1

a: #a<[cn]

×p(x0 , x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B))

= Px,x0 (γ[cn] > n; Xn ∈ B) − Px,x0 (γ[cn] ≥ n; Xn0 ∈ B).
We stress out that here both probabilities are written for the initial
processes Xk and Xk0 , with the only correction that X00 = x0 (at the
end of the calculus, we can just integrate with respect to this variable
x0 ). Both probabilities can be estimated from above by the exponential
bound (16),
Px,x0 (γ[cn] ≥ n) ≤ C exp(²(|x| + |x0 |) − λ0 n).
Therefore, the difference of the two probabilities above by absolute
value does not exceed the same value C exp(²(|x| + |x0 |) − λ0 n).
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8. Let us consider another part of the integral,
Z
Z
. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
| {z }
2n

×

n
Y

dxi

i=1

i=1

× p(x

0

n
Y



X

dx0i 

a: #a≥[cn]



1(α = a)

, x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n )

(1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B))

Take any [cn] ≤ k ≤ n, and consider the value
n
n
X
Y
Y
1(α = a)
dx0i
dxi
. . . p(x, x1 )p(x1 , x2 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
a
i=1
i=1
| {z }

Z

2n

Z

× p(x0 , x01 )p(x01 , x02 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B)) 1 (#α = k) .

By our convention, the equalities α = a and #a = k mean that in this
expression we integrate k times over the set BR × BR , while (n − k)
times over the set (Rd ×Rd )\(BR ×BR ). Consider the last time strictly
before n when the integration is over BR × BR , e.g., suppose this is the
integration over dxn−1 dx0n−1 . Then, according to the estimate (18) and
definition (19),
Z
p(xn−1 , xn )p(x0n−1 , x0n )dxn dx0n
¢
¡
× (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B)) 1 x0n−1 ∈ BR , xn−1 ∈ BR
=

q(xn−1 , x0n−1 )

Z

0

0

p̄xn−1 ,xn−1 (xn−1 , xn )p̄xn−1 ,xn−1 (x0n−1 , x0n )dxn dx0n

¡
¢
× (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B)) 1 x0n−1 ∈ BR , xn−1 ∈ BR .

We have used here the identities, for any given x, x0
q(x, x0 ) = q(x0 , x),
0

p(x, x1 ) = q(x, x0 )p̄x,x (x, x1 ) + min(p(x, x1 ), p(x0 , x1 )),
0

p(x0 , x1 ) = q(x0 , x)p̄x ,x (x0 , x1 ) + min(p(x0 , x1 ), p(x, x1 )),
and, hence,
0

0

p(x, x1 ) − p(x0 , x1 ) = q(x, x0 )(p̄x,x (x, x1 ) − p̄x ,x (x0 , x1 )).
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9. Denote
q̂(xi , x0i )

=

½

q(xi , x0i ), xi , x0i ∈ BR ,
1,
otherwise.

Using the same trick as before and induction, the integral in question
can be rewritten in the form
Z
Z
n
n
Y
Y
dxi
. . . p(x, x1 ) . . . p(xn−1 , xn )
dx0i
i=1
i=1
| {z }
2n
X
1 (α = a)
× p(x0 , x01 ) . . . p(x0n−1 , x0n ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B))
a: #a=k

=

Z

Z

0

n
Y

0

. . . p̄x1 ,x1 (x, x1 ) . . . p̄xn−1 ,xn−1 (xn−1 , xn )
dxi
i=1
| {z }
2n
0

0

× p̄x ,x (x0 , x01 ) . . . p̄xn−1 ,xn−1 (x0n−1 , x0n )

n
Y

dx0i

(25)

i=1

× q̂(x, x0 ) . . . q̂(xn−1 , x0n−1 ) (1(xn ∈ B) − 1(x0n ∈ B))

X

1 (α = a) .

a: #a=k

10. In the last integral, we compute, in fact, the difference of two integrals
over the transition densities (p̄), certain indicator functions (1(x n ∈ B)
or 1(x0n ∈ B)), and a product of n functions (q̂) whose absolute values
are bounded by 1, and (at least) k of these absolute values are less than
or equal to the value q which, in turn is strictly less than 1. In terms
of the process (X̄k , X̄k0 ), this expression can be presented as follows,
ÃÃ n−1
!
!
n−1
Y
X
Ex,x0
q̂(X̄i , X̄i0 ) 1
1(X̄i , X̄i0 ∈ BR ) = k
i=0

i=0

¡
¢
× 1(X̄n ∈ BR ) − 1(X̄n0 ∈ BR ) .

Hence, the whole expression (25) by absolute value does not exceed q k .
So, the whole integral with [cn] ≤ k ≤ n is less than or equal to
P
n
k
[cn]
≤ Cq cn−1 .
k=[cn] q ≤ Cq

11. Thence, we obtain the final estimate (12) with λ = min(−c ln q, λ 0 ).
The Theorem is proved.
¤
There is no Exercises for this subsection.

2.5

Final comments on convergence for Xt

1. The contents of this section is an essentially rearranged and rewritten
paper [19]; the calculus for the coupling method has been written for
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this course. In this paper a nondegenerate variable diffusion coefficient
case is considered, the density is not used, and the key tool which leads
to establishing a local Doeblin type condition is Harnack’s inequality.
The same inequality also helps to investigate other cases including gradient type equations.
2. The weakest known to the lecturer assumption sufficient for existence
of a (unique) stationary measure for a SDE in question reads,
lim suphb(x), xi < −1/2,
|x|→∞

see, e.g., [21] and independently [13]; it would not be surprising to find
a similar result in other papers, too.
3. Currently, the weakest sufficient assumption which allows to get any
qualitative bound for convergence rate in total variation metric reads,
lim suphb(x), xi < −3/2,
|x|→∞

see [21] or [20]. The rate of convergence is then polynomial in time,
and similar bounds have been established for so called beta-mixing.
4. It looks like an open question what could be said about qualitative
ergodic properties in the region
−1/2 > lim hb(x), xi ≥ −3/2.
|x|→∞

5. Under the assumption
lim suphb(x), x/|x|a i < 0,

0 < a < 1,

(26)

|x|→∞

intermediate convergence and mixing bounds of the kind C(x) exp(−ct b )
with certain 0 < b < 1 are established, see [7].
6. Lower bounds have been obtained showing ”epsilon-optimal” nature of
upper bounds under the assumption (26) with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 (including
the endpoints).
7. There are partial results about convergence and mixing for gradient
type SDEs, cf. [22]. The methods for establishing recurrence properties
here are different.

3

Convergence to equilibrium for Xth

Now, we turn to the Euler scheme (2). Although this section is intended to be
the main, along with the next one, in the notes we only give
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some comments,
because of an available reference [9] at
http://www.newton.cam.ac.uk/preprints/NI03065.pdf. In the class this problem will be considered in more detail.
The first question is whether there is a (unique) stationary measure for
the process Xth , and what is the rate of convergence to this measure, that
is, if a uniform convergence rate bound independent on h exists. We notice
that once we know the answer to this question, it is not hard also to show
that the exact and approximate stationary measures µ∞ and µh∞ are close,
at least, in weak topology as h is small, e.g., due to the Theorem 1. To get
to a similar conclusion in total variation metric, one would need Local Limit
Theorem type results for the densities pht (x, x0 ) and pt (x, x0 ), see, e.g., [10] or
[1].
Recall that the bounds for convergence in Corollary 1 and in Theorem
6 were based on two auxiliary bounds: Doeblin type condition (11) and
recurrence bounds (10). It is natural to suggest, and the calculus in the
previous subsection fully confirms this view, that had we established uniform
bounds of both kinds which had not depended on h, say, for h ≤ h 0 with
some h0 , the result would be indeed uniform bounds for convergence rate for
µht similar to Corollary 1.
Uniform – at least for small h – recurrence bounds similar to (10) can
be established, indeed, under the assumptions like (E1), or (E2), or likewise.
The idea is very similar to the continuous time case, however, in discrete time
we cannot use such a nice tool as Itô’s formula, and instead a careful analysis
based on Taylor’s expansion is used. Evidently, this is more involved, and
this is why we do not go into details here at all. Some relevant calculus can
be found in [9] (where a more general non-gaussian noise ξ n is considered).
The second auxiliary estimate similar to (11) for Gaussian ξ’s can be
deduced from Harnack inequality which holds true for Itô processes, not necessarily Markov diffusions; the Euler scheme provides exactly such processes,
Xth . Since this approach is not elementary, we present here a weaker result
of the same kind which is less involved, at least, in principle, although it
requires additional assumptions on coefficient b. On the other hand, the approach is based on Malliavin’s calculus for approximation processes, and can
be applied to much more general ξ’s than Gaussian. Notice that in our case
of unit diffusion matrix, one more approach is possible, different from both
”Harnack’s” and ”Malliavin’s”, and it does not require any additional smoothness. Nevertheless, this short course is not a right place where it could be
presented.

4

On processes with parameters

Let the coefficient b (and also σ if it were not constant) depend on a parameter, α ∈ Rd (the fact that the dimension d is the same has no importance
here, although we wish this dimension to be finite). The problem under consideration here is whether the invariant density depends smoothly on this
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parameter. Certainly, we assume that the coefficient is itself smooth enough
as a function of α. Stress out that we are looking for one or several derivatives
of the limiting density, not just continuity; the latter is not difficult indeed.
The answer about smoothness is easy only in a few special cases: (1)
for a compact semigroup with a spectral gap for the generator (then one
can use the results of perturbation theory); (2) for an SDE with a gradient
type drift (which allows an explicit representation of the invariant density):
dXt = dWt − ∇U (Xt ) dt with appropriate function U .
Exercise 17 Write down an ”explicit” representation for the latter case and
explain how to check smoothness with respect to a parameter.

4.1

Assumptions

We will establish the property p(x, ·) ∈ C 1 (Rd ), although in principle the
same approach allows to get conditions for several derivatives, too. As earlier, we are using the assumptions which lead to the most simple calculus,
not trying to establish the best possible estimates. Under weaker in some
respect condition, close results can be found in [27, 16]; however, certain
smoothness assumptions in this text are better than those in [16] for SDEs,
this concerns assumptions with respect to state variables (x, x 0 ) (on the third
side, recall that we consider the case of constant diffusion here, even though
most of the result could be extended for more general case). We formulate
the assumptions and give some arguments why such assumptions are reasonable for those who wished to have all conditions in terms of the coefficients
of our SDE (the lecturer does share this point of view). In all assumptions
below, there exist the values ², δ and C.
A1 For any ² ≤ ²0 , there exist C, δ > 0 such that
var (µxt − µ∞ ) ≤ C exp(²|x| − δt);
(See the Corollary 1.)
A2 For any ² ≤ ²0 , there exists C > 0 such that
Z
Z
0
x
0
exp(−²|x|) sup
exp(²|x |) µt (dx ) + exp(²|x0 |) µ∞ (dx0 ) ≤ C;
t<∞

(This condition has been justified in the Lemma 1 under the assumption (E2). One possible reasonable generalisation, – not speaking of
polynomial convergence setting, – is to use different epsilons in the left
hand side and right hand side of this inequality.)
A3i

p(x, x0 , ·) ∈ Cbi uniformly in (x, x0 );

(This can be justified using the PDE technique for coefficients from
C 1 in α uniformly with respect to the main variable. ’Uniformly’ here
means that the norms | · |C i are uniformly bounded.)
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A4i For any ² ≤ ²0 , there exists C > 0 such that
¯
¯
p(x, x0 , α) + ¯∇iα p(x, x0 , α)¯ ≤ Ci exp(−²|x − x0 |).

(We could, of course, use Gaussian type bounds here C exp(−²|x−x 0 |2 ),
however, this does not really provide any further simplification of the
calculus. The bound for p itself is standard. The bound for ∇ α p can
be justified using the PDE technique.)

4.2

Smoothness of invariant density

Theorem 7 Under assumptions A1, A2, A3i , A4i , the invariant density p(x, ·) ∈
C i.
Proof for the case i = 1 only.
1. From the standing assumptions the following assertions follow: for any
² ≤ ²0 , there exist δ > 0 and C > 0 such that
sup pn (x, x0 , α) ≤ C < ∞;

(27)

|pn (x, x0 , α) − p∞ (x0 , α)| ≤ C exp(²|x| − δn);

(28)

p∞ (x0 , α) ≤ C exp(−²|x0 |/2);

(29)

sup pn (x, x0 , α) ≤ C exp(²|x| − ²|x0 |/2);

(30)

n

n

µ

²|x0 | δn
−
|pn (x, x , α) − p∞ (x , α)| ≤ C exp ²|x| −
4
2
0

0

¶

.

(31)

We stress out that some of the inequalities will be used with different
values of ².
Exercise 18 Show all. Hint: use the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation.
2. Solutions.
(a) (27) is indeed a straightforward consequence of the Chapman Kolmogorov and the assumption p ≤ C.

(b) (28): we have,

|pn (x, x0 ) − p∞ (x0 )|
¯Z
¯
¯
¯
0
= ¯¯ (pn−1 (x, x̃) − p∞ (x̃)) p(x̃, x )dx̃¯¯
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≤ C var (µxn−1 − µ∞ )
≤ C exp(²|x| − δ(n − 1)),
due to the A1 assumption.
(c) (29): we have, due to the A2 assumption,
0

p∞ (x ) =
≤ C
≤ C
= C

Z

+C
≤ 2C

p∞ (x̃)p(x̃, x0 ) dx̃

p∞ (x̃) exp(−²|x̃ − x0 |) dx̃

Z

Z

Z

exp(²|x̃|)p∞ (x̃) exp(−²|x̃ − x0 | − ²|x̃|) dx̃
exp(²|x̃|)p∞ (x̃) exp(−²|x̃ − x0 | − ²|x̃|)1(|x̃| ≥ |x0 |/2) dx̃
Z

Z

exp(²|x̃|)p∞ (x̃) exp(−²|x̃ − x0 | − ²|x̃|)1(|x̃| < |x0 |/2) dx̃
exp(²|x̃|)p∞ (x̃) exp(−²|x0 |/2) dx̃

≤ 2C exp(−²|x0 |/2) dx̃.
(d) (30): using, in particular, already established (28-29) and the same
hint as above, we get,
0

pn (x, x ) =
≤

Z

Z

pn−1 (x, x̃)p(x̃, x0 )dx̃
0

p∞ (x̃)p(x̃, x )dx̃ + |
0

≤ p∞ (x ) + C

Z

Z

(pn−1 (x, x̃) − p∞ (x̃))p(x̃, x0 )dx̃|

exp(²|x̃|)(pn−1 (x, x̃) − p∞ (x̃))

× exp(−²|x̃ − x0 | − ²|x̃|) (1(|x̃| ≤ |x0 |/2) + 1(|x̃| < |x0 |/2)) dx̃
≤ C exp(−²|x0 |/2) + 2C exp(²|x| − ²|x0 |/2).
(e) (31): follows from (28) and (30) due to the identity a = a 1/2 a1/2 .
3. Denote
Lf (x) := Ex f (X1 ) − f (x),
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qn (x, x0 , α) = ∂αi pn (x, x0 , α).

By virtue of the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation,
pn+1 (x, x0 ) − pn (x, x0 ) = (Lpn (·, x0 )) (x).
Exercise 19 Show.
4. Hence, by taking derivative, we get,
qn+1 (x, x0 ) − qn (x, x0 ) = (Lqn (·, x0 )) (x) + fn1 (x, x0 ),

n ≥ 0,

(32)

where
0

q0 (x, x ) := 0, and

fn1 (x, x0 )

:=

Z

(∂αi p(x, x̃)) pn (x̃, x0 ) dx̃.

Notice that f 1 is continuous in α.
5. We will need certain properties of the function f 1 :
Z
fn1 (x, x0 ) dx0 = 0;

(33)

¯ 1
¯
¯fn (x, x0 )¯ ≤ C exp(²|x| − ²0 |x0 | − δ 0 n),

(34)

with ²0 = ²/8, δ 0 = δ/4.

Exercise 20 Show both.
6. Solutions.
(a) (33):
Z

fn1 (x, x0 ) dx0
=
=

Z

Z

=

Z Z

(∂αi p(x, x̃)) pn (x̃, x0 ) dx̃ dx0

(∂αi p(x, x̃))

µZ

(∂αi p(x, x̃)) dx̃ = ∂αi

0

pn (x̃, x ) dx
Z

0

¶

dx̃

p(x, x̃) dx̃ = 0,

R
because the integral |∂αi p(x, x̃)| dx̃ converges uniformly in α, due
to the assumption A4.

(b) (34): we have,

¯
¯Z
¯
¯ ¯
¯ 1
0
0
¯fn (x, x )¯ ≤ ¯ (∂α p(x, x̃)) p∞ (x ) dx̃¯
i
¯
¯
¯
¯Z
¯
¯
0
0
+ ¯¯ (∂αi p(x, x̃)) (pn (x̃, x ) − p∞ (x )) dx̃¯¯ .
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Note that
Z
Z
0
0
(∂αi p(x, x̃)) p∞ (x ) dx̃ = p∞ (x )∂αi (p(x, x̃)) dx̃ = 0.
Hence, due to A4 and (31) which we use with ²/2 instead of ² (this
only changes the constants C, δ),
¯Z
¯
¯ 1
¯
¯
¯
0
0
0
¯fn (x, x )¯ ≤ ¯ (∂α p(x, x̃)) (pn (x̃, x ) − p∞ (x )) dx̃¯
i
¯
¯
≤ C

Z

exp(−²|x − x̃|) exp(²|x̃|/2 − ²|x0 |/8 − δn/4) dx̃
0

= C exp(−²|x |/8 − δn/4)
0

≤ C exp(−²|x |/8 − δn/4)

Z

Z

exp(−²|x − x̃|) exp(²|x̃|/2) dx̃
exp(²|x| − ²|x̃|/2) dx̃

= C exp(²|x| − ²|x0 |/8 − δn/4).
We have used the elementary inequality |x − x̃| ≥ |x̃| − |x|.
7. The equation (32) has a solution with in some sense explicit representation,
n−1 Z
X
0
fs1 (x00 , x0 )pn−1−s (x, x00 ) dx00
(35)
qn (x, x ) =
s=0

It is easy to see that in terms of the Markov process Xn with transition
density p(x, x0 ), this formula may be rewritten as
qn (x, x0 ) = Ex

n−1
X

fs1 (Xn−1−s , x0 ).

(36)

s=0

Exercise 21 Show the formula (35) or equivalently (36).
8. Solution.
(a) For n = 0 we have q0 (x, x0 ) = 0, the assertion holds true.
(b) Suppose we have checked the formula for n. Then let us verify it
for n + 1. We have,
0

qn+1 (x, x ) = Ex

n−1
X

f 1 (Xn−s , x0 ) + fn1 (x, x0 )

s=0

= Ex

n
X

f 1 (Xn−s , x0 ).

s=0

Hence, by induction the representation (36) or equivalently (35)
is proved.
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9. We suspect that the function qn has a limit as n → ∞. So it is natural
to define
∞ Z
X
0
q∞ (x ) :=
fs1 (x00 , x0 )p∞ (x00 ) dx00 .
(37)
s=0

We have extended the sum to infinity, and replaced the indices n − s
in pn−s also by ∞. Stress out that this suggestion is just a guess, so at
this stage we do not pretend that this is rigorous. However, the next
step is to verify whether this suggestion is right or not.

10. Let us show that the series for q∞ does converge. Firstly, each term is
finite because of the bounds (34) and (30),
Z
¯ 1 00 0
¯
¯fs (x , x )p∞ (x00 )¯ dx00
≤C

Z

exp(²|x00 |/3 − ²0 |x0 | − δ 0 s) exp(−²|x00 |) dx00

≤ C exp(−²0 |x0 | − δ 0 s) < ∞.

(38)

Secondly, the factor exp(−δ 0 s) here makes the series converge indeed.
11. Once the sum for q∞ converges, it defines a function continuous in α.
As a next step, let us show that
qn (x, x0 ) → q∞ (x0 ).

(39)

Indeed, we can represent the difference qn − q∞ as a sum of three terms,
[n/2]
0

0

qn (x, x ) − q∞ (x ) =

XZ
s=0

+

fs1 (x00 , x0 )(pn−s (x, x00 ) − p∞ (x00 )) dx00

n
X

Z

fs1 (x00 , x0 )pn−s (x, x00 ) dx00

∞
X

Z

fs1 (x00 , x0 )p∞ (x00 ) dx00 .

s=[n/2]+1

−

s=[n/2]+1

Due to the inequality
third term do not exP∞ (38), the 0 second and
0
0
0
ceed the series
s=[n/2]+1 C(x, x ) exp(−δ s) ≤ C(x, x ) exp(−δ n/2)
(with a new constant C(x, x0 )). The first term due to the bound
P
0
(31), does not exceed a similar sum [n/2]
s=0 C(x, x ) exp(−δ(n − s)/2) ≤
0
C(x, x ) exp(−δn/2). So, (39) holds true. Moreover, in fact, we get an
estimate for this convergence,
|qn (x, x0 ) − q∞ (x0 )| ≤ C exp(²|x| − ²0 |x0 | − δ 00 n).
12. Let us, finally, show that q∞ (x0 ) = ∂αi p∞ (x0 ).
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(40)

Exercise 22 Show. Hint: pass to the limit in the equality,
0

0

0

pn (x, x , α) − pn (x, x , α ) =

Z

α

qn (x, x0 , a) da.
α0

using convergence bounds (28) and (40), to get
0

0

0

p∞ (x, x , α) − p∞ (x, x , α ) =

Z

α

q∞ (x, x0 , a) da.
α0

Using continuity with respect to α, explain why this means that the
function ∂αi p∞ (x, x0 , ·) (here · stands for α) is indeed a partial derivative of p∞ (x, x0 , ·). Finally, using continuity of all partial derivatives of
the first order, explain why this means p∞ (x, x0 , ·) ∈ C 1 .
The Theorem 7 in the case i = 1 is proved.
¤

5

Further problems

The ’mini’course unfortunately prompts that some essential related topics
may remain not well represented. Here are some of them.
• Weak approximations, with indeed nongaussian noise, see [9]. (Not
speaking of singular distributions, cf. [12].) Partially, this direction
and the preprint were discussed on the lectures.
• Semigroup approximations, that is, in the operator topologies. This
relates also to large deviations, see [23, 24, 25]. This topic was discussed
briefly on the last day of the lectures.
• Equilibrium measures and approximations for nonlinear diffusions. For
the McKean-Vlasov equation and ’mean field’ approach, surprisingly
little is known even about the existence of invariant measures, cf. [26].
This topic was very briefly announced on the lectures.
• It is interesting that certain Euler’s approximations may converge to
the solution of the SDE even with only Borel bounded drift, see [4],
although there is no bounds available for the rate of this convergence.
It turns out that a stochastic version of the following deterministic
consideration works here: if any converging subsequence an0 ăfrom a
bounded sequence an converges to the unique limit a, then limn→∞ an =
a. The strong (=pathwise) uniqueness used here is provided by [18].
• ”Wiener chaos” approach can be also used for approximations of solutions to SDEs, cf. [28].
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